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Transport StrategyFigure 1: Metropolitan
Mode Share T ar'gets

Ihe car occupancy target is to
increase car occupancy from
121 in 1991 to 125 by the year
2029 (the trend is to an occu
pancy rate of I 13 by 2029)
The trip length target for per
sonal trips is to reduce the aver-
age trip length fiom 84 km in
1991 to 72 km in 2029 (the
trend is to 10 7km in 2029)

Ihe mode share targets are
shown in Figure I, which clearly
illustrates the aim of redistrib
uting car driver only nips across
the alternative modes
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Ihe relevant MIS targets for the behavioural approach are:

I

Ihis paper outlines the potential level of behaviour change that can be achieved through
the behavioural approach without the need for system improvements, pricing and land
use policies. Ihe in-depth research technique employed has been developed by Werner
Brog over many years and its application in the Cities of South Perth and Subiaco and
Iown of Victoria Park was a finther step in the implementation of various IraveIS-·

mart® behaviour change programs

Ihe primary target for the behavioural approach is the mode share target Ihis paper

identifies whether it is possible to achieve this target
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Ihe Metropolitan Iransport Strategy (MIS) provides the overall policy setting for the
need to achieve a better balance in the use of the motor car Ihe reasons for this better
balance are common for most developed cities through out the world Ihe MIS pro
vides a vision for a liveable city, of which transport is a contributor, and is supported
by a set ofprinciples and targets (Department of I ransport et ai, 1995)

Ihe need to change the mode share for travel in the Perth Metropolitan Region is clearly
enunciated as a set of targets in the region's Metropolitan I ransport Strategy. Ihe tra
ditional mobility management approach to achieve mode change has been through the
provision of transport services and infiastructrue, including pricing, and the longer term
land use policies.. lbe application of a behavioural approach, especially in a car domi
nated city like Perth, has not, until recently, been in the transport planner's tool box.

Brog, Erl, Funke andJames
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Brag, Erl, Funke andJames

sumption in 'selling' the alternative modes to buyers is a fallacy and leads to a missed
market share - an aspect car manufacturers do not leave to chance

Iravel behaviour decisions are influenced to large extent by individual perceptions of
mobility, especially individuals knowing they have a choice in the way they travel
These perceptions are in turn influenced by the land use patterns; household structures
and interdependencies in which people live; availability of alternative modes; previous
experiences; habits, values and attitudes

Data Base and Study Area

The implementation of the in-depth research methodology requires an intensive dialogue
with each household (up to one hour) with each member having previously completed a
travel diary (Brog and Er!, 1980).

The sample used for this was 406 persons, evenly distributed through each of the local
authority areas of South Perth, Subiaco, Victoria Park (together called "Perth" in the
following figures).. The interviews were carried out in October and November 1998 with
a response rate of 67 5%

Createria used to Define Potential

Every person in "Perth" makes around thousand trips per year Every time someone
makes a trip a mode can be chosen and most people choose and use all kinds of different
modes Therefore to categorise each person as simply a car driver, public transport user
or cyclist is fallacious This is an opportunity for behaviour change measures - because
everybody has a trip each day where environment-friendly modes like public trarlsport,
walking or cycling are feasible alternatives These trips are the potentials for bettaviour
change (Brag and Er!, I 996b).

In many cases only subjective reasons hinder the use of these alternative modes,
can be based on lack of information Often people have not even used the a1t"m:.ti,re
modes for years and have no information abou#their current state and standard
fore usage, combined with information which is adapted to the individual needs, can
the key to gain a new user.

On the other hand there are also always trips without an alternative mode First
there can be constraints against alternative modes like the use of cars for business
sons or transport of heavy luggage Another reason, especially for public transport,
be an inadequate connection

Finally there ar·e trips that can be defined as fr·ee of choice, where people are infomne(1
and chose not to use an alternative mode to the car
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Potentialfor Increasing Public TrampOft, CYcling and Walking Trips

The following criteria were conservatively applied to detennine if an alternative mode is
suitable:

1. People do not have a constraint, such as needing to carry a large parcel, feeling un
safe travelling at night, work business, etc..

2 A public transport option that is less than double the time or twenty minutes longer
than using the car, which ever is the least

3 A trip that is less than two kilometres that can be made by walking
4 A trip less than six kilometres that can be made by bicycle

Small Changes Large Effects

I CHANGes ARE POSSIBLE'

ExampleTrips per
Two trips From carMain mode person per
per month as driveryear

a &I U
Effect

&15%'
75%

57

P,as"enger fSii8·~i..... ~.... . ."..

601
·72 ·12%

Changes are possible

increase the share of trips with environment-friendly modes, moderate changes can
acl';e"e impressive improvements

of all trips walking is the main mode, in 3% the bicycle and in 6% public trans
In absolute numbers an average "Perth" citizen COvers 159 trips per year by

Wa!kirL" 32 by cycling and 65 with public transport In contrast 76% of all trips are
Cll'veN',j with motorised private transport, 58% with the car as driver and 18% as pas

which equals 803 trips a year by car.
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Current Motor ised Private Mode Trips
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Trips with Motorised Private Modes (per year)

1liioi

ShoppinQ

ITRIPS WITH MOT. PRIV,Q"E MODESI
. (PERYEAR)L- ~.;=,:;';c,~,,~,,='-----

To increase, for example, the share of walking by 15%, a change in the mode choice for
24 trips per person per year would be necessary That means two trips per month _
there and back If we want to increase the number of cycling and public transport trips
by 24 trips per person per year, people would have to change modes three times a
month to and from an activity. These changes of behaviour are moderate and do not
require major changes to lifestyle or levels ofmobility.

Mobility is a closed market Therefore a potential gain for enviromnent-fiiendly modes
requires replacement of car trips with the alternative modes To replace 24 trips per
year for each alternative mode requires 72 car trips to be replaced, equal to 12% of all
car as driver trips The effects of this change would not just be a 15% increase of the
walking-share, but also a 75% increase in cycling trips and a 37% increase in public
transport trips.

Motorised private modes - cars and motorbikes (as drivers and passenger) - are used on
average for 803 trips per year Figure 3 shows the breakdown of car trip numbers by
journey purpose and trip distance

Figure 3:
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Motorised private modes

Constraints

caused by:

POTENTIALS I
- "PERTH"-

Systeml"Objective"choice

~ Awareness ------.f1!]
~ Perception ~

0~~~~c~f ~

Potentials

Environment
friendly modes
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Lack of or insufficient information on trav'!l time was the reason in 464 trips for not
using public transport, followed by no information on fares 416 times and no informa
tion concerning the IOute 366 times Comfort in general was mentioned for not using the
public transport alternative for 220 trips, however detailed complaints were hardly men
tioned A main comfort reason against cycling is the requirement to wear a helmet (126
trips)

Conversely, for the trips undertaken by the alternative modes, freedom of choice to use
a motorised private mode exists at any time for 5% of all trips (or for one fifth of all
trips with alternative modes). In 4% of all trips there are constraints against a motorised
private mode use Trips by alternative modes without an objective choice are the largest

In the in-depth survey detailed information about the potential was collected The main
constraint reason was luggage; against public transport at 95 trips, against cycling in 74
times and walking 70 times In contrast, a transport chain was just mentioned in fOUI
times for public transport and cycling and five times for walking

As for "objective" reasons, there was no public transport connection available for 118
trips out of the 1,000 personal trips and for 404 trips the connection time was not rea
sonable

Figure 4:
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Car as Car as
driver passenger

Alternatives

(Average 15 alternatives)

Motor
bike
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Not replaceable

Principally replaceable

- "PERTH" ~
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POSSIBLE CHANGES OF BEHAVIOUR I
ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY MODES

(24% OF ALL TRIPS)

Conversely it is also possible that existing use of the alternative modes shift to the mo
torised private modes.. Nearly forty percent of trips by alternative modes could be un
dertaken by car, either as driver or car passenger, provided that a car is available and no
constraints exist

Figure 6: Potential for Private Motorised Modes

Thirty nine percent of trips by alternative modes are in principle replaceable by motor
ised private modes. On average there are 15 alternatives. Around 30% of the alterna
tive mode lIips could be undertaken in the cat; either as driver or as passenger.

When we combine these two analyses together we find that 40% of all current trips by
car and 15% by alternative modes are not replaceable (see Figure 7). The choice market
for car and enviromnent-friendly modes is 45% ofalllIips, of which the car has achieved
a market share ofnearty 80% The MTS target is to increase the shar·e for the alterna
tive modes to about half of these trips by the year 2029 The market shar·e for Germany
by comparison is fifty per cent - which approximately equates to the MTS target
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ISITUATIONS OF MODE CHOICE'
- "PERTH"-

PT

Free of choice

Figure 8: Potential for Public Transport

Constraints (e.g carrying large parcels or the use of cars for business reasons) are the
reason for 32% of all trips not being potential public transport trips. For 38% of all
remaining trips no adequate public transport a1temative exists For a fUIther 4% the
service time is not competitive with the other modes. All these reasons are objective
reasons which can not be effectively solved without system improvements, if at all

Therefore there are 20% remaining trips where just subjective reasons prevent the use of
public transport This potential for usage is mgre than three times higher than the CUI

rent use of public transport Half of this lost 'potential is due to lack of information 
which means that one of ten trips could be undertaken by public transport if people
were informed. In ouly two percent of cases time and comfort are the reasons for not
using public transport Costs are often considered too high, but this was not mentioned
in the discussions with people.. For three percent of all trips, other subjective reasons
hinder the use Therefore every twentieth trip (5%) is a free of choice decision not to
use public transport
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Potential for Cycling

The in-depth survey identified that 29% of all motorised private mode trips are in prin
ciple replaceable by bicycle (car trips with no constraints, bicycle available _ see 9)
When interviewed fiuther respondents identified a number of reasons why they did not
cycle..

__PO'I"E__N_'TW.__FO__RTH_E_B1_CYi_C_LE__1
- 'PERTH"-

Trips with
mot. private modes,
no constraints,
bicycle
available (29%)

Total ll~
Negative judgement

100 20
Infrmructure

15 II Comfort

.26 Comm""i\y
climate

2& Free of
I choice

15 I
Figure 9: Potential for· Cycling

In 20% of those potential bicycle trips the amount of time was the reason for non-use
and in 15% the lack of bicycle infiastructure was mentioned.. Comfort was decisive in
25% of the trips and in similarly 25% community climate (i e. a negative view of citi
zens in a community about cycling) was the reason

Long-known findings are confumed with bicycle infrastructure have only a relatively
small potential to increase cycle use.. A substantial increase in cycle use is possible
however there is a need to change general opinion (community climate) towards the bi
cycle being seen as an everyday transport mode.
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Negative JUdgement

Potential for Trips by Foot (Car trips with no constraints, walking
possible)

Figure 10:

Trips with
mot. private modes,
no constraints
walking
possible (200/..)

A comparable consideration for motorised private mode trips substitutable by walking
gives similar results Every fifth ear trip is in principal replaceable by trips on foot
Further inquiries revealed the reasons why the motorised private mode is chosen even
though there are no constraints and walking is an alternative,

Potential for Walking

Fifteen percent of potential bicycle trips are free of choice travel decisions.. For these
trips people sometimes just do not have the bicycle as an alternative to the car in their
minds. Therefore just an increase in the awareness for this alternative is required.

POTENTIAl. FOR TRIPS ON FOOT ,
--------...P"E"RFTIC'R~_--------,j

Out of all possible walk trips 15% are undertaken with the car because of time reasons
Like cycling, "community climate" is a stronger factor affecting the decision to decide to
walk (20%) than infrastructure (9%) Comfort was mentioned for 21% of the relevant
trips,. Again measures in the system ('hard policies') only have lasting success if they
are accompanied by suitable measures for people's travel decision making ('soft poli
cies') Like cycling, "community climate" is a stronger factor affecting the decision to
decide to walk (20%) than infrastructure (9%),. Comfort was mentioned for 21% of the
relevant trips., Again, measmes in the system ("hard policies") only have lasting success
ifthey are accompanied by suitable measmes for people's travel decision making ('soft
policies')
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Potential for Increasing Public Transport. Cycling and Walking Trips

Thirty five percent of the possible walk trips are therefore free of choice. The free of
choice potential for walking is clearly stronger than that for cycling and public transport

Conclusion

The intensive in-depth research undertaken for these three local conununities shows that
the issue for behaviour change is not one ofpotential but rather one of devising effective
measures Nevertheless there is often a great deal of scepticism about the potential for
behaviour change.. This is likely to be due to previous survey techniques only being able
to identitY those in the 'choice' category The in-depth research has identified that the
theoretical potential for the alternative modes is 60% and car trips is 85% The research
also showed, that almost half of all car trips are in principal replaceable by the alterna
tive modes - 20% by walking, 29% by bicycle and 15% by public transport _ an aver
age of! 4 alternatives available. To achieve the MTS targets, 425% of the in principle
replaceable trips need to be made by the alternative modes and 57 5% by the private
motorised modes. The in-depth research shows that this can be achieved without any
system improvements,
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